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The meeting was called to order at 10.03 p.m.
The Chairman Good morning, distinguished
delegates. I now declare open the 672nd meeting of the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
Distinguished delegates, I would first like to
inform you of our programme of work for this
morning. We will continue and conclude agenda
item 7, “Report of the Legal Subcommittee on its
fifty-second session”, that we had suspended in view of
the on-going consultations on the proposal by Japan for
a new item on the agenda of the Subcommittee. We
will continue and hopefully conclude our consideration
of agenda item 13, “Future role of the Committee”. We
will continue item 14, “Other matters”.
Expert Group B is currently meeting from 9.30 to
11.00 am in room C6. Today, during lunch time, from
1.00 pm to 2.00 pm, there will be a joint meeting of the
expert groups of the Working Group on the Long-term
Sustainability of Outer Space Activities. The joint
meeting will take place in room C4. The Working
Group on the Long-term Sustainability of Outer Space
Activities will hold its second meeting this afternoon,
here in Board Room D.
I would also like to cordially invite delegates to a
donation ceremony, to be held during the lunch time
today, from 1.15 to 1.45 pm at the Space Exhibit of the
Office for Outer Space Affairs. The State of Israel will
be donating a model of their Earth observation satellite
“OpSat 2000” to the permanent OOSA space exhibit,
which is located on the ground floor, corridor D to
E Building. The ceremony will take place from 1.15 to
1.45 pm at the OOSA Space Exhibit.
This evening, all delegations are invited to a
seminar organized by the European Space Policy
Institute (ESPI) entitled “The Role of Ethics in the
Discourse on Space Sustainability” followed by a
reception, and that will take place at the ESPI premises
at Schwarzenbergplatz 6, from 6.30-9.30 pm today.
The Programme has been distributed already to all
delegations in their pigeonholes.
Are there any questions on the proposed
schedule?

I see none.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
re-open agenda item 4, “General Exchange of Views”,
to hear a statement by the observer for the European
Organization for Astronomical Research in the
Southern Hemisphere (ESO).
I give the floor to the observer for ESO. You
have the floor.
Mr. Madsen (European Organization for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere
(ESO)) Mr Chairman, excellences, distinguished
delegates, it is a great honour to deliver this short
statement to the 56th session of the United Nations
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and
thus to mark five years since ESO was accepted as a
permanent observer to this distinguished Committee.
Since 2008, a lot has happened at ESO and I
should like to inform briefly the Committee about
some of the most important developments and
highlights.
In 2008, construction of the Atacama Large
Millimetre/submillimetre Array, ALMA, the radio
observatory in Chile was ongoing. ALMA comprises
54 12-m and 12 8-m antennas optimised for
observations in the submillimetre and millimetre
wavelength domain, placed on Chajnantor, near the
borders of Bolivia and Argentina, at 5,000 m above sea
level. ALMA is a quasi-global project, with
ESO representing its 14 European Member States.
Other partners are in North America, East Asia and
South America.
Early science began with a reduced number of
antennas in 2011 and now, the full complement of
antennas has arrived. The first full observing round
saw an immense interest in the scientific community
with 10 times as many observing proposals as could be
accommodated. This year, on 13 March, the new
observatory, the largest astronomical observatory in the
world, was inaugurated.
In 2008, ESO was in the early planning phase of
a 40-m class optical telescope, the European Extremely
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Large Telescope, or E-ELT, a single telescope with a
segmented primary mirror, optimized for observations
in optical and near-infrared wavelengths. The E-ELT
programme was formally launched in June 2011 and
the first industry-scale contracts will be issued this
year. At this time, we expect the telescope to become
operational by the year 2023, when it will be the
world’s largest optical telescope. Unlike ALMA, the
E-ELT is an ESO project, albeit that a network of
national institutes in ESO’s Member States will
support the effort especially by developing the
associated advanced scientific instrumentation.
A major development occurred in 29 December
2010, when Brazil signed an accession agreement with
ESO. This makes Brazil the 15th Member State of ESO
and the first non-European Member State. The
membership will come into force upon completion of
the ratification of the agreement, a process that is
currently ongoing. With the accession of Brazil
confirmed, the full construction of the E-ELT can
begin. The decision by Brazil to join ESO and take part
in its new projects is testimony to a growing interest in
other countries, both in Europe and in other parts of the
world, to strengthen their links with ESO and, if
possible, to join, too.
Let me also briefly mention three anniversaries:
last year, we celebrated 50 years of ESO since the
signing of the Convention in Paris. This year sees
50 years of ESO in Chile and, a month ago, we passed
15 years since First Light for the ESO Very Large
Telescope, the VLT. The VLT has played a crucial role
in catapulting ESO to the forefront of ground-based
astronomical science, documented by the fact that the
observational data from ESO are the basis for the
highest number of scientific publications of any
observatory in the world.
Before turning to our participation in the work of
this Committee, Mr Chairman, let me briefly mention
our role in the International Year of Astronomy, which
took place in 2009, following the decision by the
United Nations General Assembly on 19 December
2007. The 2007 resolution appointed UNESCO as the
implementing agency in collaboration with the
International Astronomical Union and ESO. ESO
hosted the dedicated coordination office on behalf of
the IAU and also led four of the 12 cornerstone
projects of the year. All in all, the Year involved
almost 150 countries and we estimate that the
multitude of activities reached 800 million people
worldwide. A consequence of the success of the
International Year of Astronomy was the decision by
the International Astronomical Union to establish a
global office of Astronomy for development in Cape
Town with support from the South African

Government. This office, together with regional
offices, now carries out activities worldwide targeting
various groups from academia to schools and the
public at large. Its portfolio includes activities such as
Universe Awareness, an inspirational and educational
activity targeting underprivileged children across the
world. Universe Awareness began its life in 2004 with
support and backing by ESO. This specific activity is
operated from a dedicated office in the Netherlands but
in close cooperation with the office in Cape Town.
Mr Chairman, let me now turn to ESO’s
involvement in the work of this Committee. We were
pleased to accept the invitation by the Office for Outer
Space Affairs to present our work at an exhibition in
the entrance hall of this building in 2008 and we have
also been pleased to give presentations to the
Committee.
Since 2008, we have been involved in the
activities of Action Team 14 on Near-Earth Objects.
We have indeed been pleased to take an active part in
the deliberations of this action team in its efforts to
formulate recommendations regarding an adequate
response to the threat from a near-Earth object impact
on Earth.
ESO is the only major ground based observatory
directly involved in AT-14 that has the powerful
resources that might be called upon to locate and
characterize faint or otherwise difficult to access
potentially hazardous asteroids. The Observatory is not
currently engaged in any large-scale efforts to survey
for these objects, but its value in the role of refining
orbits and characterizing the mass, size and
composition of asteroids is clearly and widely
recognized.
Following discussions within AT-14 itself,
notably with the members of ESA’s Space Situational
Awareness Programme, and within the high-level
ESA-ESO coordination group, ESO has established a
collaboration with ESA’s Space Situational Awareness
Programme. ESO’s aim is to work closely with ESA
and potentially other members of the International
Asteroid Warning Network to create efficient paths to
access ESO facilities in order to react — possibly very
rapidly — to the need for observations that refine
orbital parameters and/or characterize the physical
properties of potentially hazardous asteroids as and
when the need arises. The group can also act as a role
model for other observatories wishing to carry out
these functions.
ESO is currently establishing, in conjunction
with the ESA, a suite of specific proposals to
follow-up, to secure the orbit and basic physical
properties of targets in the NEOdys Risk List, that are
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unreachable by other telescopes because of their
faintness. Such observations may be carried out under
the regime of what ESO calls the Director’s
Discretional Time or Target of Opportunity. The
specific proposals are meant to pioneer this process.
In addition to the use of current ESO telescopes,
preliminary discussions starting with a view to ESO
possibly hosting one of ESA’s telescopes at our La
Silla site as part of the multi-telescope network that
ESA is currently building. Further technical
cooperation between ESO and ESA in this are under
consideration.
Mr Chairman, we look forward to continuing our
interactions with the Committee, its Subcommittees
and action teams, as appropriate, in its important
endeavour in the years to come. We would like to
conclude by thanking the UN Office for Outer Space
Affairs, so ably led by Dr. Mazlan Othman, for its
excellent work and always helpful attitude. I thank you
for your kind attention.
The Chairman I thank the observer for ESO for
his statement.
We have concluded our consideration of agenda
item 4, “General Exchange of Views”.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue and hopefully conclude our consideration of
agenda item 7, “Report of the Legal Subcommittee on
its fifty-second session”, that we have suspended
pending the results of the consultations on the proposal
by Japan for a new agenda item to the agenda of the
Legal Subcommittee, entitled “General exchange of
information on non-legally binding United Nations
instruments on outer space”. The latest revised version
of the proposal was made available before you in
conference room paper A/AC.105/2013/CRP.6/Rev.4.
With your permission I would like to give the
floor to the distinguished representative of Japan to
inform us on the outcome of the aforementioned
consultations.
Distinguished representative of Japan, you have
the floor.
Mr. Y. Takeuchi (Japan) Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, on behalf
of the Japanese delegation, I am pleased to take this
opportunity to address the 56th session of COPUOS.
I wish to express our sincere appreciation to
Dr. Tare Charles Brisibe, Chairman of the Legal
Subcommittee, and Dr. Mazlan Othman, Director of
the Office for Outer Space Affairs, for their excellent
work and accomplishments upon completion of their

missions. Japan fully supports the report adopted by
the last session of the Legal Subcommittee.
Mr. Chairman, an increasing number of nations
and even private actors are embarking on space
activities and these activities are becoming more
diversified. Since many space-related issued that were
not envisaged at the time of the adoption of
space-related treaties have recently emerged, it is very
important to provide this ever-growing number of
space activities with the necessary legal framework.
In order to address the new challenges presented
by the surge of space activities, such as space debris
mitigation, we should explore the possibility of
developing appropriate frameworks, which would
include principles, guidelines or other non-legallybinding rules. The Legal Subcommittee has a
fundamental role to consider various legal aspects that
secure equal and free access to space activities as well
as sustainable space activities. The new agenda item
“Review of international mechanisms for cooperation
in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space” will
provide new perspectives on international cooperation
of outer space activities. My delegation is very proud
to have Prof. Setsuko Aoki as the Chairman of the
Working Group of this agenda.
Mr. Chairman, my delegation would also like to
express its gratitude to Prof. Irmgard Marboe, Chair of
the Working Group for “General Exchange of
information on national legislation relevant to the
peaceful exploration and use of outer space” for her
devotion to the conclusion of the Subcommittee’s
work. Japan supports the results of the Working Group
which was submitted as a stand-alone draft resolution
titled “Recommendations on national legislation
relevant to the peaceful exploration and use of outer
space” to the 4th Committee of the General Assembly.
We hope all nations will find the report meaningful.
Mr. Chairman, I also would like to take this
opportunity for renewed focus on the proposal by my
delegation of the new agenda item “General exchange
of information on non-legally binding United Nations
instruments on outer space”, co-sponsored by Austria,
Canada, France, Nigeria and the United States. The
purpose of this agenda to facilitate exchange and
sharing of information on measures related to
non-legally binding instruments and to compile
valuable information, which would serve as useful
references for all Member States that are currently and
potentially engaging in space operations. We believe
that it is the first meaningful step towards
understanding how these instruments benefit countries
in securing free and stable access to outer space. We
also believe that the proposed agenda would help us
better address the challenges we face in the use and
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exploration of outer space. And this morning,
Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to report that, as a result
of the series of informal consultations during the
Legal Subcommittee and this session, we reached
consensus as a text of the proposal contained in
document A/SE.105/2003/CRP.6/Rev.4.
I would like to express my gratitude to all the
delegations who supported, contributed and showed
flexibility during consultations. At this stage we
request that this proposal be refracted to the Report of
the Subcommittee.
Mr. Chairman, let me reiterate Japan’s
unwavering commitment to faithfully fulfil its
obligations under the space-related treaties. By
concluding, I would like to repeat our recognition of
the important role the Legal Subcommittee has to
ensure that space activities are conducted in a free and
fair manner. As a space faring nation, Japan does not
spare any efforts to make the discussion under the
Subcommittee further meaningful and effective. Thank
you Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Japan.
Unless I hear any objections, do I take it that the
proposal in CRP.6/Rev.4 is agreed?
Yes, I recognize the distinguished representative
of Venezuela. You have the floor.
Mr. Becerra (Venezuela, interpretation from
Spanish) Thank you. My delegation has no objection to
this item being proposed, but while the document is not
given to us in Spanish, my delegation will be unable to
give an opinion on it. Thank you very much.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Venezuela for his remarks.
Are there any other delegations wishing to
speak? I see the distinguished representative of
Nigeria. You have the floor.
Mr. F. Chizea (Nigeria) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. My delegations commends the efforts
of the Japanese delegation and to also the new item on
the “General exchange of information on non-legally
binding United Nations instruments on outer space” on
the agenda of the Legal Subcommittee at its
53rd session in 2014. Nigeria, as co-sponsor, welcomes
and express support for this initiative, which we
believe will enrich deliberations at the Subcommittee.
My delegations also takes this opportunity the
flexibility demonstrated by all delegations during the
informal consultations in order to reach consensus.
Thank you very much.

The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Nigeria for his remarks.
I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of France. You have the floor.
Mr. Dufresne (France, interpretation from
French) Thank you Chairman. Please allow us to
heartedly thank Japan for its work throughout several
consultation meetings. There was a great spirit of
compromise and consensus and we managed to adopt a
stance. As you know, France, with other States, has
supported this initiative right from the beginning. It is
very important in terms of the subject. It will allow us
to continue with COPUOS’ cartographic work and to
make best use of existing instruments as these are
non-legally binding UN instruments. We believe that
this will be very fruitful. It will continue to excellence
and visibility of our work. It is important in the first
exchange of information to be able to make our
contribution and to hear others’ contributions and
given the importance of the subject and the energy
invested in it, I think that should be reflected in the
report. Thank you.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of France for his statement.
Now I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of the United States of America. You
have the floor.
Mr. Hodgkins (United States of America) Thank
you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, my delegation would like to join
others in congratulating Japan on their efforts to add
greater substance to the agenda of the Legal
Subcommittee. We are pleased to be a co-sponsor of
CRP.6/Rev.4 and we hope that we will be able to reach
consensus on this proposal at this session. Thank you.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of the United States of America.
I have the distinguished representative of Chile.
You have the floor.
Ms. Alvarez (Chile, interpretation from Spanish)
Thank you Chairman. I would just like to reaffirm what
my delegation expressed at the last meeting of the
Legal Subcommittee. My delegation supported this
initiative by Japan on this new agenda item. We think
that it is a very interesting proposal, which will
revitalize and strengthen the work of the Legal
Subcommittee. For that reason, we support the
proposal and thank Japan for tabling it. Thank you.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Chile for her statement.
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Yes, I recognize the distinguished representative
of Mexico. You have the floor.
Ms. Ramirez (Mexico, interpretation from
Spanish) Thank you Chairman. Mexico also supported
this proposal at the Legal Subcommittee. We believe
that you and the Committee have support for this and
we would like to see it included on the agenda of the
Legal Subcommittee because it will revitalize our
work. Thank you Chairman.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Mexico for her statement.
Now, I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of Italy. You have the floor.
Ms. Di Ciaccio (Italy) Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I would like also to join other delegations and express
the Italian delegations’ support to the Japanese
initiative. Thank you.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Italy for her remarks.
Now I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of Austria. You have the floor.
Mr. Thill (Austria) Thank you Mr. Chairman. I
would just like to express my sincerely thanks to the
Japanese delegation for their constructive efforts. I
would like to express at least thanks in our capacity as
co-sponsor and I would like to express my hope we
will solve the issue of the still non-existing Spanish
version very soon so that the proposal can be adopted
as soon as possible and, once again, my sincere thanks
to the Japanese delegation. Thanks.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Austria for his statement.
Thank you for your cooperations. I do take this
proposal CRP.6/Rev.4 is agreed.
It is so decided.
We have therefore concluded, Iran? I will give
the floor to the distinguished representative of Iran.
You have the floor.
Mr. A. Shafagh (Iran) Mr. Chairman,
distinguished delegates, thank you for giving me the
floor to share my delegation views on this agenda item.
I would like to appreciate the valuable remarks
which were delivered to the Committee by the Chair,
yesterday regarding future work of the committee. In
this connection, we would like to remind the proposal
which was made in our statement under agenda item 4,
as follows:
“In the lights of valuable achievements since the
establishment of the Committee on the Peaceful

Uses of Outer Space, time has now come to
enhance the future role of the Committee, agenda
item thirteen. For this purpose we propose
forming a new working group to assess
organizational requirements and structure to suit
its future vision and mission having already
elapsed more than fifty years since its
establishment.”
Mr. Chairman, for the purpose of enriching this
proposal, any comments, views and valuable
contributions from interested distinguished delegates
are warmly welcomed. In further steps we would come
up with a concrete text for consultations. Thank you
Mr. Chairman
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Iran for his remarks.
And now I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of Venezuela. You have the floor.
Mr. Becerra (Venezuela, interpretation from
Spanish) Thank you Mr. Chairperson. We do not want
to stand in the way, nor do we wish to object to the
proposal, but I repeat, it is not proper practice to have a
text only appear in English. I do understand that CRPs
have a special status, but because of the significant of
this and in view of the fact that it is a topic that is new
to COPUOS, this ought to be available in the official
languages. So, I repeat, my delegation, until such a
time, as we get the proposal in Spanish, will not be in a
position to take a stance on the issue. So, I hope that
prior to the end of this session, we will be getting the
information in Spanish so that we can come forward
with our opinion and join the general consensus. Thank
you so much, Sir.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Venezuela for his remarks.
I will give the floor to the Secretary. You have
the floor.
Mr. N. Hedman (Secretary) Just a piece of
information from the Secretariat. The proposal that
delegations have before them in document CRP6/Rev.4
emanates from document A/AC.105/C.2/L.291 that
was presented to the Legal Subcommittee at its 52nd
session this year, 2013. In consultation with Japan
before the Legal Subcommittee, the Secretariat made it
very clear that the proposal, when it was submitted the
first time in the Legal Subcommittee, it had to be in all
languages because it is a formal proposal by a
delegation. So, consequently, document L.291 was
before the Legal Subcommittee and there were
extensive consultations on the paper during the Legal
Subcommittee, that delegations that attended that
session may recall. For this session of the Committee,
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there has been extensive consultations in refining and
fine tuning the proposal that was submitted all in all
languages in document L.291. So, what delegations
had before them in CRP.6/Rev.4 is a, I would say, a
fine tuning, of course, based on extensive consultations
of the document that exists in all languages. I wanted
to make that clear.
In the report that we will adopt during this
remaining days, and this particular part of the report —
the Legal Subcommittee — will be made available
tomorrow morning and the Secretariat has already
included language that match the proposal, so it will be
before all delegations in all languages. Of course, as
delegations know, when the processing of the draft
report is being done, it takes time. It has to go through
formal editing and it has to go through translation into
all languages. So, delegations tomorrow will have
before them a text that might need a couple of fine
tuning to match the proposal that you have in Rev.4,
capturing the consensus that was reached yesterday in
the formal consultations and consultations that were
held by Japan. So, I just wanted to make that clear for
delegations, that the proposal was submitted in all
languages to the Legal Subcommittee and delegations
now have the fine-tuned updated document before
them.
The Chairman I thank the Secretariat for his
clarifications.
I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of Mexico. You have the floor.
Ms. Ramirez (Mexico, interpretation from
Spanish) Mr. Chairperson, one force of law comes
from customary law. What customs may be good or
bad — and we can have or bad legislation, therefore —
I think it is much easier to point out that the text will be
available in Spanish and other languages used by the
UN than launching into an explanation what happened
to the document since the outset, because since the first
version in the Subcommittee — in the Legal
Subcommittee, there have been a quite a few changes.
Of course, the spirit is the same — yes, Mexico does
not object, although the document is only in English,
but I did want to say, Mr. Chairperson, and through
you to the Secretary, that the official working
languages are not just English here. We have several
languages and therefore the documentation should be
available in all UN languages. So, I participate in many
international bodies of the United Nations family.
Believe me, although there is a lot of work everywhere,
the documentation for working purposes is made
available in all the UN languages. So, it should rather
be easier to produce it in Spanish in order to do away
with all the problems that lie in the way and we hope
that we will be able to reach the results in this group, if

it remains part of the agenda of the LSE, it is going to
be very helpful. It will help us in respect of the
non-binding provisions that we general set aside.
Thank you, Sir.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Mexico for her intervention.
Distinguished delegates, thank you for your
patience. The Secretariat will check the possibility of
the translation now, so we will differ this agenda item
until get a response from the Secretariat. Is that
agreeable for delegates?
Thank you. Yes, I recognize the distinguished
representative of Saudi Arabia. You have the floor.
Mr. Tarabzouni (Saudi Arabia) I think we have
Mr Chairman, long time, you know, revising this, and
there were too many delegations were there OK? And
if it is going to be translated to Spanish, it has to be
translated to Arabic, to Chinese to Russian. Otherwise
we cannot accept just only English and Spanish. Thank
you very much.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Saudi Arabia for his statement. I will
give the floor to the distinguished representative of
Egypt. You have the floor.
Mr. E. Nahry (Egypt, interpretation from
Arabic) Mr. Chairperson, I second Saudi Arabia.
Indeed, the document has also to be translated into
Arabic as Arabic is also one of the official languages of
the UN. We do not discriminate among languages.
Thank you.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Egypt for his intervention. I will give
again the Secretariat for his remarks.
Mr. N. Hedman (Secretary) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. Just to confirm and make it absolutely
clear. If there is any translation, it has to be translated
into all official UN languages. Thank you.
The Chairman thank you Secretariat. The
distinguished representative of Japan, you have the
floor.
Mr. Y. Takeuchi (Japan) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. I just would like to suggest one
constructive way to the solution of this problem
because the CRP documents are just working
documents and what we are going to agree on is the
wording of the report, which will be up here tomorrow
in all official languages. So that, my compromise
proposal to delegations is rather we get consensus on
CRP.6/Rev.4 in principle — is it possible to go on to
the wording of the report of the session, which will be
reflecting the contents of this proposal, then is it
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agreeable if we have discussion on the wording of the
report in all official languages?
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Japan for his comments.
Are there any other delegates wishing to speak at
this time?
I see none.
Distinguished delegates, the Secretariat will
check the possibility of the translation into all
languages, so we will come back this morning or this
afternoon — this morning, yes, this morning, the result
will come. So, will differ until that time for this
agenda.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue our consideration of agenda item 13, “Future
role of the Committee”.
I have no speakers on my list. Are there any
delegates wishing to speak at this time?
I recognize the distinguished representative of
China. You have floor.
Mr. Xinmin Ma (China, interpretation from
Chinese) Thank you Mr. Chairman. Distinguished
delegates. As an important platform of international
legislation and cooperation in outer space, COPUOS
has made important contributions to the development
of humankind’s outer space undertaking. Recent years
has seen a new situation in which outer space is
becoming commercialized and privatized. Both the
actors and activities in outer space per se, are
increasingly diversified. COPUOS is faced with
unprecedented challenges and opportunities. In order
to respond to the new requirements, COPUOS, based
on its mandate, and the recommendations by
UNISPACE-III has made new contributions to the
development and outer takings of outer space.
Mr. Chairman, China believes that COPUOS
needs to make efforts in the future 3 areas in its future
work. (1) COPUOS needs to be more active in
promoting the implementation of the outer treaties. It
needs to begin by focusing on materializing the
established principles and the treaties, declarations and
resolutions governing outer space so that tangible
results will be achieved through effective
implementation efforts. Secondly, COPUOS needs to
facilitate a consensus on specific rules which lack
unified agreement in outer space law and improve the
legal regime governing outer space in a continuous
manner; (2) COPUOS needs to be more effective in
regulating the activities in outer space. It needs to
promote legislative development and standardization of
new activities in outer space, in particular, COPUOS

needs to improve legislation governing commercial
activities and environmental protection in outer space.
A good job should be done on regime designs, setting
of items, the roadmap planning in order to promote an
orderly development of the activities of outer space;
(3) COPUOS needs to be more practical in promoting
international cooperation. In needs to become a leader
in the international cooperation in outer space. On the
one hand, it needs to enhance coordination with the
United Nations and other international organizations
which are involved in outer space affairs and promote
synergy in international cooperation in outer space. On
the other hand, it need to enrol international
cooperation with the development countries, provide
them with more public goods and the peaceful use of
outer space, improve their capacity to carry out space
exploration as space technical application and promote
their social and economic development.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, the
Chinese delegation would like to work with all parties
and jointly promote COPUOS’ bigger role in the future
peaceful use of outer space. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of China for his statement.
Are there any other delegates wishing to speak at
this moment on this agenda item?
I see none.
Distinguished delegates, the Committee at its
fifty-fifth session in 2012 agreed that this item be
considered at this present session for one year only. I
would suggest that we continue our discussions under
this item for next year. If I hear no objections, do I take
it that the Committee agrees that the item “Future role
of the Committee” be included on the agenda of the
Committee at its fifty-seventh session in 2014, for
one year only?
I see no objections.
It is so decided.
We have therefore concluded our consideration
of agenda item 13, “Future role of the Committee”.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue our consideration of agenda item 14, “Other
matters”.
Distinguished delegates, under this item we have
already taken action on the application for membership
and observer status. Remaining topics relate to the
composition of the bureaux for the period 2014-2015
and organizational matters.
With regard to the composition of the bureaux of
the Committee and its subsidiary bodies for the
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period 2014-2015, I refer you to paragraphs 327-332 of
last year’s report of the Committee and General
Assembly resolution 67/113 operative paragraphs 27-29.
I now invite the Secretary to make an
explanation. Secretary you have the floor.
Mr. N. Hedman (Secretary) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. Yes, indeed. The Secretariat will just
make some explanations regarding what the Chair has
already related to and you have the references to the
relevant paragraphs of last year’s report of COPUOS
and of the General Assembly resolution 67/113, so in
essence, what we have regarding the composition of
the bureau of the Committee and its two subsidiary
bodies for the period 2014-2015, the status is as
follows: the African States had endorsed the
candidature of Azzedine Oussedik of Algeria for the
Office of Chair of the Committee for the period 20142015. The Eastern European States had endorsed the
candidature of Elöd Both of Hungary for the Office of
Chair of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee for
the same period. The Western European and other
States had endorsed the candidature of Kai-Uwe
Schrogl of Germany for the Office of Chair for the
Legal Subcommittee for the same period. The Latin
American and Caribbean States had decided that
Ecuador would nominate its representative for the
office of First Vice-Chair of the Committee for that
period. And, lastly, the Committee last year noted that
the Asian States would nominate their candidate for the
Office of Second Vice-Chair Rapporteur of the
Committee for the period 2014-2015.
In General Assembly resolution 67/113, this
understanding is reflected in paragraphs 27 and in
paragraph 28 of the General Assembly resolution. The
Assembly urges the Asian-Pacific States and the Latin
American and Caribbean States to nominate their
candidate for the offices of Second Vice-Chair
Rapporteur of the Committee and First Vice-Chair of
the Committee, respectively, for the period 2014-2015
before the next session of the Committee and that is
this session — the fifty-sixth session — of the
Committee.
Furthermore, the General Assembly agreed that
upon the nomination of the candidates of the AsianPacific States and the Latin American and Caribbean
States, the Committee and its subsidiary bodies at their
respective session in 2014, should elect their officers
nominated for the period 2014-2015. So, distinguished
delegates, basically, it is now the time to just see if
there are any uptakes or information from Latin
American and Caribbean States and from the Asian
States.

The Chairman Thank you Secretariat for your
announcement.
Are there any other delegations wishing to speak
at this time on this agenda item?
I recognize the distinguished representative of
Chile. You have floor.
Ms. T. Alvarez (Chile, interpretation from
Spanish) Thank you so much Mr. Chairperson. As
pointed out by the Secretariat just now, I would like to
say that the Latin American and Caribbean States have
indeed agreed that it is Ecuador that would nominate
the First Vice-Chair for 2014-2015. It is my
understanding that this is the only slot that we need to
fill or is there some other candidacy that we need to
come up with? That is a question to the Secretariat,
please, thank you, Sir.
Very well, thanks.
The Chairman I hear there will be no problem.
Are there any other delegations wishing to speak
at this time?
I see none.
So, we will continue our consideration of agenda
item 14, “Other matters”, this afternoon.
I am sorry. I made a mistake. Firstly, I will give
the floor of France. You have the floor.
Mr. Dufresne (France, interpretation from
French) Thank you Mr. Chairperson. With your
permission, would I be able to comment on the method
of work under this agenda item?
The Chairman yes it is.
Mr. Dufresne (France, interpretation from
French) If that is the case, and thank you, Sir, may I
make the following comment: this morning in the
pigeon holes we found a new CRP. It is suggested by
Greece: CRP.22 was tabled by Greece. Of course, all
contributions are most welcomed in the context of the
Committee, but, however, as I have said, we
discovered this paper and we were never consulted,
although we are mentioned. May I make a few
comments on this paper. It is useful, as so many other
papers are, in the context of our deliberations. On the
substance you know sir, and we have stated this on so
many occasions and also on our national statement, we
are in favour of any reform to enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of our work. There is no
need to go into any greater detail. Of course, we and
many other countries are subject to budgetary
restrictions and there is a compelling encouragement to
make good use of available resources and the UN in
general, of course, noting that the document goes
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beyond mere issues that concerned methods of work
and efficiency because there is also a reference to the
make-up of the bureau and accessions to COPUOS. So,
as far as the form is concerned, this is a complex
subject. It is a sensitive issue and therefore we need to
make headway on the basis of a consensus in the
widest possible consultations and involving all parties
concerned. Thank you, Sir.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of France for his statement.
Distinguished delegates, are there any other
delegates to speak on this agenda item at this time?
Distinguished delegates, I now recognize the
distinguished representative of Saudi Arabia. You have
the floor.
Mr. Tarabzouni (Saudi Arabia) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. We received this this morning and I
think we should have time. We should have time —
you know — to read it. So that mean, so can really give
our opinion about this, and I think it is too late for
something like this to be discussed in the time between
today and tomorrow.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Saudi Arabia for his remarks.
Distinguished delegates, now we will conclude
our consideration of agenda item 14, “Other matters”
this morning? Yes, I recognize the distinguished
representative of Venezuela. You have the floor.
Mr. Becerra (Venezuela, interpretation from
Spanish) Thank you Chairman. The delegation of the
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela would like to submit
the following proposal for the Committee’s
consideration. This states the following: the Secretariat
should present on an annual basis the table with the
updated status of the application process established
for NGOs to obtain consultative status before
ECOSOC in the aim of guaranteeing access of NGOs
as permanent observers to COPUOS. This is the
proposal and through you, I would like to be able to
hear the opinion of the other delegations. Thank you.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Venezuela for his statement.
Now I will give the floor to the Secretariat. You
have the floor.
Mr. N. Hedman (Secretary) Thank you
Mr. Chairman and also to thank the distinguished
delegate the distinguished delegate of Venezuela for
that proposal. The Secretariat would actually like to
have a mandate by the Committee to address those
observers with those non-governmental organizations
with observer status and that we can send them a letter,

remaining them of the ECOSOC status so that we can
base our annual recapture or the list in table — that we
can base that with a letter that will send out to those
organizations. So, if that is agreed by the Committee,
the Secretariat will proceed in that manner. Thank you.
The Chairman Thank you Secretariat for your
clarifications.
So, I conclude the agenda item 14, “Other
matters” at this time.
Distinguished delegates, the Secretariat will
explain the results of the consultations about
translation. So, I will give the floor to the Secretariat.
You have the floor.
Mr. N. Hedman (Secretary) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. First of all, we ask to inform
delegations that the first part of the draft report of the
Committee in document L.287 is already available in
all languages and has been distributed in the pigeon
holes. And this afternoon, we will thus begin the
adoption of the report. We will proceed by first
adopting the first part of the report in the document that
already related to — possible during lunch time, at
least before 3 o’clock, we understand — we will have
agenda 1 to that document L.287, so we will be able —
hopefully — to adopt 2 parts of the report. At least to
initiate — start with addenda 1. So, that is for today.
For tomorrow morning, the remaining parts of the
report will be available, although the Secretariat is still
drafting and will submit now — in an hour or so — the
last parts of the report for editing and translation into
all languages. It means that the last parts of the report
will be available around noon tomorrow and for that
reason, distinguished delegates, the Secretariat believes
that we will use our time in the afternoon also
tomorrow. It will be a necessary to continue after
lunch, if not, we have all the parts of the report done in
all languages so that we can proceed before lunch — it
remains to be seen.
Now, regarding the proposal by Japan, in
CRP.6/Rev.4, as I already stated, delegations will in
the part of the report dealing with the report of the
Legal Subcommittee, and in particular then only
agenda of the Legal Subcommittee for next year 2014,
see paragraphs that are taken from the proposal that
have been presented by Japan, they will be in all
languages. So, that, delegations we had before in all
languages. Separately though, we have consulted with
the Secretariat and they have confirmed that they can
in fact have the documents CRP.6/Rev.4 in all
languages by tomorrow afternoon. So, it will be during
tomorrow after that we can have the proposal in all
languages.
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So, Mr. Chairman, that is the status as we have
and the delegations might wish to then agree whether
we should — how we proceed, in that manner. But the
documents will be before delegations in all languages;
it is a matter of timing. Thank you.
The Chairman Thank you Secretariat for your
explanations. I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of Venezuela. You have the floor.
Mr. Becerra (Venezuela, interpretation from
Spanish) Thank you Chairman. I would like to thank
the Secretariat for the efforts it is making, especially
Niklas, and this means that we will be able to comply
with the mandate and the work that we have to do. I
know that we do not have much time left, so I would
like to hear from the Secretariat who was saying that
they are waiting from a mandate from the Committee
through you — well, perhaps you could make this
proposal to the Committee and we could make a
decision about the proposal just made by my
delegation. Thank you Chairman.
The Chairman I thank the distinguished
representative of Venezuela for his statement.
Is there any delegate wishing to speak about this
proposed schedule?
I see none.
We will follow according to the explanation
made by the Secretariat on this schedule.
Thank you very much for your understanding.
Distinguished delegates, I will shortly adjourn
this meeting. Before doing so I would like to inform
you about our schedule for this afternoon. We will
meet promptly at 3.00 pm. Excuse me distinguished
delegate, we will continue our consideration of agenda
items 15, “Report of the Committee to the General
Assembly”. The Working Group on the Long-term
Sustainability of Outer Space Activities will hold its
second meeting.
Today during lunch time, from 1.00 pm to
2.00 pm, there will be a joint meeting of the expert
groups of the Working Group on the Long-term
Sustainability of Outer Space Activities. The joint
meeting will take place in room C4, 7th floor of this
building.
I would also like to cordially invite delegates to a
donation ceremony, to be held after this meeting,
starting at 1.15 pm at the Space Exhibit of the Office
for Outer Space Affairs, on the ground floor,
corridor D to E Building. The State of Israel will be
donating a model of their Earth observation satellite
“OpSat 2000” to the permanent OOSA space exhibit.
Speakers include the Minister of Science, Technology

and Space of Israel, the Director of the Israeli Space
Agency and the Director-General of the United Nations
Office at Vienna. The ceremony will take place from
1.15 to 1.45 pm at the OOSA Space Exhibit.
I also remind you of the ESPI evening seminar
and reception this evening at 6.30 pm at the ESPI
premises.
Are there any questions on the proposed
schedule?
I see none.
This meeting is adjourned until 3.00 pm.

